F inally … after months and months of intensive campaigning, hundreds of millions of campaign dollars raised (and spent), and dozens of debates and forums from coast to coast -it is now time for the presidential candidates to face the judgment of the voters.
Everything up to this point has been about positioning, with Hillary Clinton ready to occupy the pole position on the Democratic track and a slew of Republican candidates still jockeying for that spot as they approach the GOP starting gate.
For shortly after the calendar flips to 2008, the current reality will be superseded by the results from the Iowa caucuses on Jan. 3 and the New Hampshire primary five days later. By the morning of Jan. 9, a new pecking order could very well frame both the Democratic and Republican contests for the flurry of events that will quickly follow.
One critical question that will be answered in short order is whether the Iowa-New Hampshire duo will be merely 'winnowers' in 2008 or all-powerful 'deciders.' Four years ago, the two were deciders, giving twin victories to John Kerry that put him on a smooth path to the Democratic nomination. In 2000, they proved just as decisive for Al Gore, providing a knockout blow to the ambitions of his prime challenger, Bill Bradley, even though Bradley's loss to Gore in New Hampshire was by a margin of just 4 percentage points (50% to 46%).
But on the Republican side in 2000, these two early contests merely winnowed the sizable GOP field. George W. Bush carried Iowa, John McCain won New Hampshire -a split decision that ensured the Republican contest would continue in highly competitive fashion between the two. Bush and McCain traded primary victories over the weeks that followed. It was not until the Texas governor dominated the Super Tuesday vote in early March that he was able to finally drive McCain from the race. This year everything is fast forwarded a month, with contests spread like steppingstones across the month of January, before the candidates left standing are confronted Feb. 5 with what is being called "Tsunami Tuesday." It is then when delegate counts will come into play in a big way, as more than 20 states will hold a Democratic or Republican primary or caucus that day.
In the month ahead, though, it is not really delegates that the candidates are competing for -there are not that many at stake on either side in January. Rather, candidates are vying for momentum, produced by a strong early showing or two. Yet other less desirable outcomes could just as well happen. Candidates that do not break quickly from the gate could be stuck treading water -desperately looking for a venue that could give them traction; or they could be forced out of the race altogether, usually by a combination of poor primary showings and an empty campaign treasury.
Focus Groups for the Nation

B
y and large, the whole course of the campaign in the month ahead will be decided by voters in an array of comparatively small states. Michigan and Florida have inserted themselves onto the January calendar with primaries on the 15th and 29th, respectively. But both events have been devalued by their national parties, as punishment for scheduling their events before the designated opening day in 2008 of Feb. of the Boston Tea Party (Dec. 16). At the same time, Giuliani has lost altitude of late, and has begun focusing much of his attention on Florida, which does not vote until the end of January. former President Bill Clinton for the former first lady. Yet John Edwards, a surprise second-place finisher in the Iowa caucuses four years ago, remains in the mix to win the first-in-the-nation event. He has assiduously continued to court the state since 2004.
All the uncertainty has made the 2007 holiday season a high time for political punditry. Yet it is anyone's guess who will be thriving, who will be merely surviving, and who will be dead in the water in the wake of the Iowa and New Hampshire voting. About the only thing that can be said with much certainty is that both races will likely have a decidedly different look come Jan. 9 than they do now. 
